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Tehran  and  Washington  have  been  locked  in  a  dispute  since  last  year  when  the  US
unilaterally pulled out of the nuclear agreement and re-imposed crippling sanctions on Iran.
On Monday, President Donald Trump said he is ready to meet his Iranian counterpart,
Hassan Rouhani within weeks after a G-7 leaders’ summit. The idea was proposed by French
President Emmanuel Macron who was hosting the summit. But Rouhani said Washington
must first lift sanctions imposed since its withdrawal from the nuclear deal.

Below is a timely interview with Peter Koenig, Geopolitical analyst and Research Associate of
the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)

***

PressTV: Could you comment on Mr. Rouhani’s conditions for talks with President Trump?

Peter Koenig: Mr. Rouhani is right asking for lifting of sanctions, as a principle, because
Iran has never bypassed or violated the rules of the Nuclear Deal. The sanctions are a
groundless punishment by Washington –  because Iran wants –  and should –  remain a
sovereign country, not bowing to Washington.
Its sheer economic terrorism.

However,  let’s  be realistic  –  the US,  especially  Trump who is  dancing to the tunes of
Netanyahu – will not just lift the sanctions. It would, in my opinion, be more constructive if
Mr. Rouhani would ask for lifting of the most “hurting” sanctions – for example, the ban on
importing crucial medication and medical equipment and other vital goods.

We know, the US will not change behavior, especially under Trump, as long as they still feel
they are the exceptional Nation, the undisturbed Empire. Never mind that the empire is
rapidly declining. As long as they have a stranglehold, literally, on the wester monetary
system. That will not change.

That’s why I keep suggesting that Iran gradually but firmly and ever faster detach itself from
the western economy and financial  system, western banks,  the use of  dollars  and euros –
and shift to the East, becoming a member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
as quickly as possible, and trade in Chinese yuan.

Yes, Mr. Macron initiated the talks with Mr. Trump. But, how shall I say this – Macron is not
trustworthy. He does what he thinks can serve himself, not even the French people, but him,
his image as King Macron.
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He wants to be the go-between, be friends with Mr. Putin and Mr. Xi, but also be friends with
Trump. Whatever serves his megalo-image.

When something doesn’t go his way, doesn’t bolster his image, he will step back.

So better Iran goes her own way – in direction East, where the future is.

And again – with as little as possible dealing with the west.

As long as the US is in the driver’s seat, and as long as the US controls the western money
flow,  anybody  not  liked  by  the  Master  is  vulnerable  for  sanctions.  We  see  it  all  over  the
world.

Therefore, asking for partial lifting of sanctions, namely for vital goods, those that cause
most harm to the Iranian people, like medical imports, may be a good initial strategy.

Who knows, perhaps Trump goes along. And if not, Mr. Rouhani has at least tried, and a
rejection by Trump would further tarnish his presidency.

*
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Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a water resources and
environmental specialist. He worked for over 30 years with the World Bank and the World
Health Organization around the world in the fields of environment and water. He lectures at
universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for Global Research;

ICH; RT; Sputnik; PressTV; The 21st Century; TeleSUR; The Saker Blog, the New Eastern
Outlook (NEO); and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller
about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on
30 years of World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World
Order and Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance. He is a Research Associate of the
Centre for Research on Globalization.
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